“The UK car market is passing through a difficult period with combined new and used sales down for a third successive year in 2019. Conditions are not expected to improve in the short-term placing the focus of attention on how best to understand and work with the demands of buyers in both new and used markets.”

– Neil Mason, Retail Category Director

This report looks at the following areas:

- Where next for the car market?
- What future for manufacturers outside of the premium sector?
- Young adults are a key audience for sales

The UK car market continues to disappoint. Both new and used sales are in decline with the recent performance of the new car sector of particular concern for manufacturers. Combined new and used sales were down at 9.95 million units in 2019, to put the market only 3% ahead of its level in 2014. Although forecasts for the period 2019-24 are hopeful, with sales expected to reach 10.75 million units, conditions are set to remain challenging with a better understanding of car buyer demands likely to be critical for those that wish to maximise opportunities.
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Premium marques are in the ascendance
Innovations focus on safety and comfort
Advertising investment is in decline
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Premium marques are in the ascendance
Volume manufacturers suffer with value brands partly to blame
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Advertising investment follows same track as new car sales
Figure 33: Recorded above-the-line, online display and direct mail total advertising expenditure by car manufacturers, 2015-19
Hybrids, electric and alternative vehicles represent an emerging sector

Most manufacturers have scaled back investment

Television is by far the most important channel for advertisers
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Premium German brands perform well for trust and differentiation

Key brand metrics

Brand attitudes: Škoda and Kia are seen as offering good value

Brand personality: MINI is positioned as fun while Škoda is viewed as boring

Brand personality: Micro image analysis presents a complex landscape

The Consumer – What You Need to Know

74% of adults own a car

Most cars in ownership were purchased new

Strong link between holding a driving licence and owning a car

Smaller cars are more popular

Commuting is by far the most important use for a car

Digital is the most important channel for information

Car Ownership

Nearly three quarters of adults now own a car

Personal wealth is a major factor impacting on car ownership

Car ownership is growing

Age of Car Owned

A majority of cars in ownership were purchased from new

Wealth strongly favours the recent purchase of a new car

Young adults are more likely to have purchased in the last two years

New cars are popular in London

Men prefer to buy new
Sluggish recent sales of new cars evident in ownership data
Figure 45: Age of car owned, 2015-19

Other Access to Cars
Around six out of 10 of non-car owners don’t hold a driving licence
Figure 46: Other access to cars, November 2019
Women are more likely to not hold a driving licence
Potential market for car purchasers is significant

Type of Vehicle Owned
Smaller cars are preferred
Figure 47: Type of car owned, November 2019
Smaller cars are popular with women
Opportunities exist to exploit young car owners
Wealth favours the ownership of large, luxury and specialist vehicles
New cars purchased recently mirror wider trends towards specific categories
Large cars and SUVs appeal to those with specific demands
SUVs represent the most dynamic segment of the market
Figure 48: Type of car owned, 2016-19

Reasons to use a Car
Commuting is ranked as the main use for a car
Figure 49: Reasons to use a car, November 2019
Young and old have different uses for a car
Rural and urban car owners want different things
New and used owners have different priorities for their cars
Growing interest in SUVs fits with stronger leisure demands

Sources of Information
Digital dominates when it comes to information on cars
Figure 50: Sources of information, November 2019
Young adults favour a wider range of information sources
City dwellers are likely to rely on less popular channels
Television, digital and printed publications divide the market
Information is important for new car buyers...
... with owners of small and large vehicles likely to use different channels
Repertoire analysis suggests young men favour multiple sources
Television losing out as interest in other media broadens
Figure 51: Sources of information, 2017-19
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